C-Meeting
Optimize your collaboration experience
by leveraging the expertly-crafted,

intuitive capabilities of C-Meeting

Harness the Power of Collaboration

Integrated Audio,
Webcam, Desktop
and Document
Sharing
Robust Recording
and Playback
Options
Multi-Language
Support
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C-Meeting enables you to bring together people throughout your organization in an
instant. Meetings can be organized as a host-controlled broadcast or open forum. With
C-Meeting you’ll have the tools to reach your audience, share your message, and spur
collaboration.

Grow Your Meeting
• Joining the Conversation: C-Meeting expands the limits of group collaboration,
allowing a multitude of participants in a single meeting. Callers can join via PSTN
or VoIP using either a telephone or web phone.
• Integrating Video: C-Meeting video participants can use any standard web
camera. If more than 10 users publish webcams, users choose which video feeds
to see on-screen. Users can also designate a floating webcam window, which can
be moved freely around the screen.
• Sharing Your Ideas: Applications, documents, spreadsheets, presentations,
videos, photographs, and even your full desktop can be shared within C-Meeting.
A few clicks and you’re ready to share a multitude of information.
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Unite Your Team
for Convenient
Collaboration

C-Meeting is an innovative platform that goes beyond the limits of traditional webbased communication by integrating audio and webcam support, document sharing,
text chatting and more into intuitive all-in-one virtual meeting spaces.

C-Meeting

Enhance Your Conversation
• Control the Dialogue with Q&A: Meeting hosts are able to moderate
sessions using the Question & Answer feature. In a Q&A, users are muted
until they virtually “raise their hand” and are acknowledged by the host.
• Take a Poll: Initiate a Voting session to ask questions, survey participants,
or simply gather ideas. Results are available in an instant.
• Chat: In addition to its dynamic audio and video collaboration
capabilities, C-Meeting features public and private text chat.

Enrich Your Experience
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• Record Your Meeting: C-Meeting allows you to record the audio, the
host’s video, and data shares during your meeting. Recordings can be
played back on C-Meeting at a later time and are also available for
download.
• Integrate Your Schedule: With C-Meeting, you can start your next
meeting immediately or configure it to begin at a specific time in the
future. The versatile scheduling features also effortlessly integrate with
Microsoft Outlook.
• Maintain Your Presence: C-Meeting surpasses the limits of traditional,
one-time collaboration tools by allowing users to keep an online presence
between meetings. Each session is added as part of a user’s account –
allowing you to easily keep track of all your meetings.

Accessing C-Meeting
• Easy Access: C-Meeting is completely browser-based, so there is no need
for any participant download. (The C-Meeting browser plug-in is only
required to share your desktop.)
• Clean User Interface: The elegantly designed C-Meeting interface
allows each participant to collaborate with ease.
• Secure Connection: C-Meeting utilizes HTTPS/TLS to help ensure your
connection is secure.
• Multi-Language Support: C-Meeting can be instantly adapted for
international audiences. Current language support includes: English,
German, Italian, Japanese, and Portuguese.
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Mobile C-Meeting
In addition to its powerful browser-based
interface, C-Meeting can be conveniently
accessed straight from your iPad.
Available in the Apple App Store,
C-Meeting for iPad combines the key
elements of video, web, desktop, and
application sharing into an intuitive,
versatile app.
Even on-the-go, you can use C-Meeting
to experience fully immersive
collaboration.

